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Above:  A  rose  mallow  (Malva  alcea)  growing  along the  hedgerow  on  theXX 
western (railway) margin of BelairXPark. June 24, 2011.  x x x x X x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x

From heavy management to gentle nurture of wildlife. 

This summer has seen substantial improvements to the area of the lake. TheseXX 
were made possible  through the hard work of  volunteers  organised by theXX 
Orange RockCorps and by Ernst & Young, to whom we express our gratitude.

A succession of  mass  volunteer days  has  enabled us  toXcarry out  essentialXX 
works which would have otherwise have taken months.   

This  phase  of  intensive  management  is  not  yet  finished,  but  it  will  beXX 
completed  by  smaller  groups  of  youngsters  brought  in  by  New  Leaf,  andXX 
members of the Committee, who favour a hands-on approach. Plans to bring inXX 
a long-armed digging machine to remove leaf detritus fromXbeside the bridgeXX 
remain under discussion.  

Some, more gentle, management work needs to be carried out on a regularXX 
basis. We invite localXpeople to assist with such tasks as the cutting back ofXX 
brambles from theXpaths, along the Lakeside Wildlife Walk, which needs to beXX 
carried out repeatedly throughout a long growingXseason.

Later  in  the  year,  we  intend  to  hold  further  public  meetings  at  whichXX 
naturalists  will  be  able  to  bring  their  expertise  to  bear  in  the  process  ofXX 
devising a long-term management plan for the Park. 

Left: SunlightXdrenches Belair Park on June 21, the date of the SummerXSolstice. ThisXX 
is the longest day of the year, and at mid-day the Sun reaches its highest in theXskyxx 
for the year.xxxxxxxx                                 Images M. J. Heath.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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XXJuly 6, 2011: This year's last Orange RockCorp day. 
Xxxx 

XXPlanned originally as a two day event on July 6 and 7, RockCorps 
XXorganisers thought it more practical to hold a single work day on 
XXJuly 6.  Most of the volunteers were employed on the New Leaf 
XXproject  at  West  Dulwich  Station,  where they cleaned dirt  and 
XXalgae off railings,  in preparation for re-painting. This cosmetic 
XXwork will assist the creation of the New Leaf botanical garden.

XXTen volunteers helped on the Lakeside Wildlife Walk.  This was a 
XXhelpful  number,  since  the  tasks  that  remained  to  be  tackled 
XXrequired rather more explanation and supervision than normal. 
XXThey included selective removal of brambles by the roots whilst 
XXleaving other plants, and selective felling of small trees (alder 
XXand  willow),  which  had  been  invading  the  wetland  area  and 
XXshading it. As usual the 4 pm to 8 pm session accomplished an 
XXamount of work that could have taken the Friends of Belair Park 
XXworking alone, several weeks. Our thanks to the youngsters who 
XXtook part. They did a tiring job on a hot day, and earned their 
XXconcert tickets through their strenuous efforts. 
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xXXAbove: volunteers clean up the railings beside the railway  line. Below: Local artist Marlon BrownXX 
XX(a.k.a. “Burnz”) continues with the mural decorating the New Leaf shop. The rear wall, seen byXX 
XXpassengers disembarking from trains coming in from London, celebrates the work of Carl LinnaeusXX 
XXand Charles Darwin. Marlon is working here on the eastern wall, which portrays famous scientistsXX 
XXand science  popularisers.  He  is  working  on  the  face  of  the  late  Gerald  Durrell,  zoologist.     Xxxxxxxxxx 
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The  work  at  the  southern  (West  Dulwich)  end  of  theXX 
Lakeside  Wildlife  Walk,  conducted  this  summer  with  theXX 
assistance of  numerous Orange RockCorps volunteers,  hasXX 
been  greatly  improving  its  visual  appearance.  At  theXX 
beginning of June, this year, visitors were confronted by aXX 
mass  of  brambles,  which  had  overtopped  old  chestnutXX 
paling  fencing  and  smothered  a  wild  flower  bank.  Now,XX 
theXwildflower bank has been exposed again, and insteadXX 
of  aXfence  keeping  the  public  back,  a  ditch  has  beenXX 
extendedXaround  the  end  of  the  site,  creating  a  moreXX 
pleasing-lookingXboundary.  Despite recent rain, the groundXX 
was  dry,  and  notXeasy  to  dig.  It  was  also  stony.  WhereXX 
brambles had been cutXin previous sessions, they were nowXX 
dug out  by the roots  toXprevent re-growth,  which  wouldXX 
have been very rapid.     x x x 

XXIn the wetland area, Mavarine Du Marie, of the Friends of 
XXBelair  Park,  who  has  a  background  in  garden  design, 
XXsupervised the treework. She used her skills to soften what 
XXmight  otherwise  have  been  a  harsh  visual  impact.  Self-
XXseeded alders  and willows  were cut  back to a hedgerow 
XXfringing the area's eastern boundary. Mavarine used stems 
XXand  branches  from  the  cutting  work  to  create  a  hedge 
XXunder the trees to discourage people and dogs from pushing 
XXthrough  the  gaps  between  their  trunks.  Small  dawn 
XXredwoods  (Metasequoia  glyptostroboides)  planted  here 
XXsome  time  ago  as  ornamental  trees  by  a  department  in 
XXSouthwark which was not aware of the wildlife work, were 
XXretained.  They are very attractive, but  to say the least, 
XXrather unusual components of a British hedgerow. The x x x 
xre werexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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The day closed with the now familiar ritualXX 
of workers lining up to collect their concertXX 
tickets  and  then  posing  with  them  forXX 
photos.XOrganiser  Paul  Durbin,  wearing  aXX 
panda  costume,  gave  a  speech  thankingXX 
everyone for their efforts. 

Vinnie O'Connell, founder of  New Leaf, alsoXX 
gave a short speech, thanking the volunteers,XX 
and reminding them that they had just madeXX 
a  significant  contribution  to  helping  theXX 
improvement  of  the  local  environment.XX 
Afterwards, having heard that it was Vinnie'sXX 
birthday, Paul produced a small surprise cakeXX 
and lit up the candles.

   Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x 
XXHAPPY BIRTHDAY VINNIE!  This  is  an appropriate  moment  to  remind  readers  that  it  was  VinnieXX 
XXO'Connell who first linked up with Orange RockCorps to bring teams of volunteers into the Park, andXX 
XXthat his body New Leaf, which has been so effective in rehabilitating young offenders, like so manyXX 
XXorganisations making a valuable contribution to society, continues to face financial uncertainty.X x x x 
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XXThe official  photographer for  the July  6, 2011 Orange RockCorp  event  was  Savita  Sandhu.  HerXX 
XXwebsite can be found at savitasandhuphotography.tumblr.com.

 Outlining the wildlife areas. X x x x 
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IIn  preparation  for  work  on  theXX 
site,XMavarine  Du  Marie  visited  on  July  4XX 
toXinspect  the  terrain  and  to  takeXX 
photographs.  She  has  emphasised  theXX 
creation of curves that lead the eye into theXX 
Lakeside  Walk  and  wetland  area,XinvitingXX 
theXvisitor  to  investigate  further.XSheXX 
advised  leaving  a  belt  of  small  trees  thatXX 
sweeps out from the hedgerow fringingXtheXX 
wetland (but to be kept at their presentXlowXX 
height  to  reduce  shading)  toXretain  anXX 
intriguing compartmentalisation. 

Xxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Preening beach emerges.   X x x x x 
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At  our  public  meeting  of  May  3,  2011,  aXX 
motion  was  passed  acknowledging  theXX 
construction  of  a  preening  beach  forXX 
waterfowl as desirable feature of the lake.XX 
Conveniently,  Ernst  &  Young  volunteers  onXX 
June  24,  exposed  a  platform  built  up  byXX 
friends  Chair  Martin  Heath some years  agoXX 
for planting  of lake margin vegetation, butXX 
lost  because  a  previous  Southwark  regimeXX 
allowed  trees  to  grow  unmanaged.  It  wasXX 
adopted promptly as a preening beach, andXX 
will now receive cosmetic attention. 

 The Committee, Friends of Belair Park.xfriendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk  (tel: 020 8670 8924).


